what’s new
Winter 22/23
Discover Banff and Lake Louise, the beating heart of the Canadian Rockies.
SkiBig3, located within the protected boundaries of Banff National Park,
provides easy access to three authentic ski resorts and two vibrant towns.

yes, this is a
real place.
Ahhhhhhhhh. Banff and Lake Louise. It really is magical here, isn’t it? Just look at it. Yeah, we
know. But here’s the thing: it is so sublime that it might be hard to believe if you haven’t seen it
with your own two eyes.
This winter, SkiBig3 is excited to welcome back the world to Banff and Lake Louise’s crown
jewels – Banff Sunshine, Lake Louise Ski Resort, and Mt. Norquay. More than 8000 acres of
world-class terrain nestled amongst two of the Canadian Rockies’ most vibrant mountain towns.
Located within the protected boundaries of Banff National Park (yet only 90-minutes from Calgary
International Airport) Canada’s wild is a place that only feels a million miles away.
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Strawberry Chair

Banff Sunshine

resort opening dates
Mark your calendars! SkiBig3 resorts are excited to open in
early November, this year. Thanks to high elevation and up
to 9 metres (30 feet) of annual, feather-light snowfall, SkiBig3
is known to have the longest non-glacial ski-season in North
America - up to 7 months (from early November through May).
RESORT OPENING DATES WINTER 22/23
Banff Sunshine: November 10, 2022
Lake Louise Ski Resort: November 4, 2022
Mt. Norquay: November 5, 2022
All resort opening dates are tentative and weather permitting.
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Memorial Bowl

Mt. Norquay

about skibig3
1. banff sunshine

2. lake louise
ski resort

3. mt. norquay

Banff Sunshine sits at 7,200 feet on the

Lake Louise Ski Resort is one of the

Debuting in 1926, the first ski resort in

Continental Divide, located just 20

largest ski resorts in North America, with

the Canadian Rockies maintains its local

minutes from Banff. With more than

over 4,200 acres of skiable terrain and

vibe. Mt. Norquay is home to one of

3,300 skiable acres, from the freeride

spectacular views of mountains, glaciers,

Canada’s largest and longest-running

terrain of Wild West and Delirium Dive

lakes and forests. Beginner, intermediate

Snow School program and is renowned

to the gentle groomers off Strawberry

and expert trails accessed from almost

as the training ground for Olympic and

Chair, there is something for everyone.

every chair allows families and groups to

World Cup athletes. Minutes from Banff,

The season stretches from early

ski or ride the resort together. Opened

aka “Banff’s Backyard”, this family-

November until late May – the longest

in 2020, Lake Louise Ski Resort’s West

friendly resort offers trails for all levels of

non-glacial ski season in Canada.

Bowl is one of the best freeride ski areas

skiers and riders. Head up the mountain

in North America, filled with 480 acres of

for the only night skiing in the Banff and

chutes, glades, and playful powder.

Lake Louise area for a unique evening
out, including a fully lit terrain park.
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01. BANFF SUNSHINE

“canada’s best snow”
Banff Sunshine sits high on the Continental Divide in the heart of Banff National Park just 20
minutes’ drive from the modern mountain town of Banff. Three sprawling mountains provide
breathtaking site lines, uninterrupted by any signs of civilization beyond the resort boundaries.
Sunshine can receive up to 9 metres (30 feet) of snow in a season. With a base-area altitude of
2200 metres (7,200 feet) the snow stays light, dry and incredibly skiable.
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South Divide

Banff Sunshine

01.

BANFF SUNSHINE

What’s new this season

1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATIONAL PARK

INCREASE OF 900+ INDOOR & OUTDOOR SEATING
Known for its communal vibe and epic spring events–Banff
Sunshine will be improving guests’ ability to gather with more
than 900 seating spaces. This includes an additional outdoor
deck on Centennial Lodge, Goat’s Eye Beer Garden, the
Coors Light Chill Zone, and inside the Sprung Tents (warm-up
areas) that remain post-pandemic.
MORE LOCAL CUISINE
The resort is currently crowd-sourcing guest feedback to
design new menus. This unique approach aims to bring more
local flavours, ingredients, and higher quality offerings to the
resorts’ 13 dining outlets. This includes serving Monogram
Coffee, speciality beans roasted fresh in Calgary.
NEW FLAMINGO SMOOTHIE BAR
Designed with Sunshine’s famous and fun-loving mascot in
mind, a new Flamingo Smoothie Bar will replace Java Express.
Offering guests a healthy snack to fuel their ski day.
BETTER GROOMING, BETTER SNOW
The resort welcomes another Winch cat that will improve
snow quality and keep popular terrain open for longer.
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Slush Cup

Banff Sunshine

01.

BANFF SUNSHINE

what’s next...

highlights to remember

NEW WOLVERINE DAY LODGE (EXPECTED WINTER 26/27)
Located at the top of the existing Wolverine and Jackrabbit
chairlifts, the development includes the construction of up
to 6,000 square feet of commercial space. The project also
includes a short 300 metre (1,082 foot) ski way designed to
reduce congestion to the northeast. The Wolverine Day Lodge
site will enhance skier distribution across the resort and will
compliment protected terrain below treeline and popular
beginner runs. It will also offer handy day lodge services to
this area that features two main lifts: Jackrabbit and
Wolverine. No services exist near this area currently.

250 PARKING SPOTS REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
In 2021, Banff Sunshine added 250 parking spots to their
Creekside Base parking area, reducing wait and walking
distance for guests arriving by car. While making these major
improvements, the resort seized the opportunity to install an
environmentally friendly stormwater management system.
Now, runoff, sediment, and hydrocarbons caused by cars are
filtered through an underground network of oil/grit separators
- keeping nearby Healy Creek a clean and healthy habitat.

GOAT’S EYE II CHAIRLIFT (EXPECTED WINTER 26/27)
Construction of a detachable high-speed four or six-person
chairlift with an uphill design capacity of 2,600 people per
hour (on Goat’s Eye) expected to open by winter 2026/27.
INCREASING CHAIR CAPACITY ON TEEPEE TOWN LX LIFT
(EXPECTED WINTER 26/27)
The resort also plans to add 24 chairs on the TeePee Town LX
Lift (Canada’s only heated chairlift). This will take uphill
capacity from 1,200 people per hour to 1,800 people per hour
– a big improvement to guest experience and comfort.
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100% ORGANIC SNOW
At Banff Sunshine, they don’t make snow – they farm it.
Blessed with up to 9 metres (30 feet) of snow annually, the
resort reduces water usage by catching snow drifts with up to
25km of fencing. The natural snowfall collected within these
“snow farms” is then pushed around the mountain instead of
water-intensive snow making.
FIBRE OPTIC SPEED AT 2200M
To better serve guests and keep them safe and
connected on the slopes, Banff Sunshine has recently
installed additional Fibre Optic Cable in their Upper Village,
increasing internet bandwidth and 5G capabilities.

02. LAKE LOUISE SKI RESORT

“the friendly giant”
Lake Louise Ski Resort is known for its variety of terrain - from gentle slopes and long cruising
runs, to glades, chutes and some of the Canadian Rockies most exciting, wide open bowls. Make
sure you bring your camera. The one-of-a-kind views of mountains, glaciers, and the
famous Lake Louise are truly spectacular.
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Charlie’s Choice

Lake Louise Ski Resort

02.

LAKE LOUISE SKI RESORT

What’s new this season

1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATIONAL PARK

INTRODUCING “PROGRESSION ZONES”
This winter, the NEW Juniper Express Chair will open for its
first full season. This high-speed quad, and its five
dedicated blue trails, provide the perfect area for beginner
skiers to practice their skills and build confidence. The
development of more “progression zones” makes SkiBig3 a
more accessible and welcoming destination for families and
casual snow enthusiasts wanting to try the sport.
WEST BOWL GETS EVEN BETTER
In 2020, Lake Louise blessed the Canadian Rockies with 480
acres of epic freeride terrain – simply known as “West Bowl”.
This winter, the resort will unveil new gladed terrain that
opens up more fall lines, improves access and unlocks
endless natural routes down this skier’s paradise.
BETTER SNOW, FOR LONGER
Already known for its feather-light “Alberta smoke” snow, the
resort is upping its grooming game to extend snow quality
throughout the season. This winter, they welcome four new
groomers: two Prinoth Bisons, one Prinoth Bison X (terrain
park) and one Winch cat. This equipment will improve snow
quality on the front side, home to many popular runs.
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West Bowl

Lake Louise Ski Resort

02.

LAKE LOUISE SKI RESORT

what’s next...

highlights to remember

JUNIPER EXPRESS CHAIR EXTENSION

NOMINATED CANADA’S BEST SKI RESORT

The Juniper Express Chair (opened February 2022) is the first

Within 10 years of nominations (this winter included), Lake

phase of a new two-chair route to reach the base of Summit

Louise Ski Resort has won Canada’s Best Ski Resort at the

Chair. This high-speed quad will connect the top of the

Word Ski Awards 8 times thanks to its vast variety of world-

Juniper Express Chair to the bottom of the Summit high-speed

class terrain, innovative mountain operations, and exceptional

quad. This future development will enhance access to the

customer experience.

resort’s West Bowl, a world-class 480-acre free ride zone on
the front side of Whitehorn Mountain. West Bowl offers some

4-MINUTE SUMMIT CHAIR

of the most exciting and technical in-bounds terrain in Canada

In 2019, Summit Chair was introduced as a key piece of Lake

for intermediate to expert skiers and snowboarders.

Louise Ski Resort’s long-range plan, to improve energy efficiency and guest experience. Now, new and popular terrain
(including West Bowl) is accessible in less than 4-minutes,
riding up the ridge of Whitehorn Mountain, turning a cold
summit ascent into quick, comfortable access.
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03. MT. NORQUAY

“Banff’s backyard”
Since its opening in 1926, Mt. Norquay Ski Resort continues to be the locals’ gem. Famous for
being the training ground of Olympic and World Cup athletes, and with excellent beginner terrain,
it’s hard not to love this small, family-friendly resort.
Located just 10-minutes from the Town of Banff this resort has it all - local culture, night skiing,
Alberta’s longest tubing lanes, and virtually no lift lines. Mt. Norquay is Banff’s best kept secret.
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Cascade

Mt. Norquay

03.

MT. NORQUAY

What’s new this season
ARTILLERY CHUTES RE-OPEN
Known as “the best-kept secret in the Canadian Rockies,”
Mt. Norquay lives up to its name with astounding advanced
and expert terrain off its famous North American two-seater
chair. Artillery Chutes are no exception, known to locals as the
“steep and deep”. Just downslope from the Gun Run entrance,
Artillery Chutes have been gladed and reopened! These
chutes face a similar North-facing aspect as Gun Run and
allow for untouched powder turns late into the day.

1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATIONAL PARK

TREE SKIING PARADISE AND EASY OUT EXTENSION
Mt. Norquay’s Mystic Express Chair area has always been
known for its long, cruisy blue groomers, the perfect pitch for
learning how to link turns. This winter, the resort opens fresh
lines to the public – through recently gladed trees – that add
to this area’s appeal of being a perfect place for learners to
master all types of terrain.
Also, Easy Out has been extended to provide a quicker
alternative for intermediate skiers to make their way back to
the base of the Mystic Express Chair.
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North American

Mt. Norquay

03.

MT. NORQUAY

what’s next...

highlights to remember

NORQUAY UNVEILS EXCITING LONG-TERM GOALS

CANADA’S FIRST 100% GREEN SKI RESORT

In recognition of its approaching 100th anniversary in 2026,

Mt. Norquay is the first ski resort in Canada to make the switch

the Norquay 100 Vision sees creating a flagship purposeful

to 100% clean, green energy with Bullfrog Power. It’s now

travel experience that offers major resort upgrades

running on 100% renewable power, generated from a blend of

including: replacing its North American Chairlift, expanding

wind and low-impact hydropower from Canadian renewable

and restoring the historic Cliffhouse Bistro and restoring its

energy facilities.

iconic ski jump judging towers, to name a few. This
initiative will restore sensitive wildlife habitat, decrease

10-MINUTES FROM TOWN

Norquay’s built footprint, and modernize ski and sightseeing

Located less than a 10-minute drive or ski shuttle ride from

opportunities with energy-efficient lifts and the integration of

downtown Banff, Mt. Norquay continues to be a go-to

new and heritage buildings to replace out-of-date facilities

mountain for locals and visitors alike. Its close proximity to

with more sustainable, modern ones.

town makes it the perfect mountain for families and an easy
and spontaneous evening out for night skiing or night tubing!
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04. EAT, SLEEP, PLAY

what’s new in town
Explore two authentic Canadian ski towns in one unique destination. The town of Banff is vibrant
and modern with charming local characters, winter festivals, and an awesome après scene. Lake
Louise is quiet, magical, and iconic. A true, tranquil wilderness retreat with pillows of snow frosting every rooftop.
There’s no slowing these two towns down with new dining, activity, and accomodation
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Peaks Hotel & Suites

Lynx Street, Banff

04.

EAT. SLEEP, PLAY

new dining

1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATIONAL PARK

BLUEBIRD (OPENED SEPTEMBER 2022)
After a bluebird day on the hill, unwind at Bluebird, Banff’s
newest eatery located on two levels of a historic Banff
building. The mid-century chalet setting is only topped by the
restaurant’s fun, cocktail-fueled dinner-party vibe. Tuck into
wood-fired meats and fish and fire-roasted vegetables cooked
on the hearth in the open concept kitchen. Sidle up to one of
two bars or camp out in the cozy lounge to sip familiar classic
cocktails.
LUPO (OPENED MARCH 2022)
Featuring the best new roof-top patio in downtown Banff,
Lupo’s market-inspired open kitchen churns out authentic
Italian fare, including wood-fired pizzas and house-made
pastas like lobster ravioli, bucatini carbonara, ricotta
dumplings and more. Family-style main dishes and a huge
wine list — more than 150 bottles — makes it a memorable
spot to toast a perfect day on the hill with family and friends.
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Lupo

Wolf Street, Banff

04.

EAT. SLEEP, PLAY

new accomodation

1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATIONAL PARK

PEAKS HOTEL & SUITES (OPENED IN 2021)
Located in the heart of downtown Banff, the Peaks Hotel &
Suites’ soaring, angular architecture brings contemporary
sophistication to the sporty town of Banff. The 71-room hotel
boasts mountain views paired with luxurious
accommodations, some with soaking tubs, private balconies
and kitchenettes or spacious two-level lofts.
BANFF ASPEN (RENOVATED IN 2022)
The property unveiled a fresh new look in spring 2022,
featuring natural wood highlights, modern artwork, bold
monochrome style and subtle Canadian Rocky Mountain
touches. At soon as the sun rises, locals flock to Whitebark
Café, located in the lobby, for fresh-baked sweet and savoury
breakfast treats and the best espresso shots in Banff.
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Peaks Hotel & Suites

Lynx Street, Banff

04.

EAT. SLEEP, PLAY

new experiences

1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATIONAL PARK

WINTER FAT BIKING
Winter fat bikes are the newest way to explore Banff National
Park. The snow-covered trails are now accessible year-round
thanks to fat bikes which have wide tires - perfect for riding on
snow. Bikescapes offers winter fat biking tours that are
beginner-friendly, with no experience necessary! Winter fat
biking is similar to mountain biking, but at a slower pace.
EVENING ICE WALK
Imagine walking through a quiet, frozen canyon, dripping with
icy waterfalls that shimmer under the starlit sky. This is what
it’s like to take an Evening Ice Walk tour with Discover Banff
Tours. This new experience is a totally unique adventure that
heightens your senses and shows you a side of the magical
Canadian winter you’ve never seen before.
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Winter Fat Biking

Banff National Park
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